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ABSTRACT
A large proportion of indoor spatial data is generated by parsing floor 
plans. However, a mature and automatic solution for generating 
high-quality building elements (e.g., walls and doors) and space 
partitions (e.g., rooms) is still lacking. In this study, we present a two- 
stage approach to indoor mapping and modeling (IMM) from floor 
plan images. The first stage vectorizes the building elements on the 
floor plan images and the second stage repairs the topological 
inconsistencies between the building elements, separates indoor 
spaces, and generates indoor maps and models. To reduce the 
shape complexity of indoor boundary elements, i.e., walls and open-
ings, we harness the regularity of the boundary elements and extract 
them as rectangles in the first stage. Furthermore, to resolve the 
overlaps and gaps of the vectorized results, we propose an optimiza-
tion model that adjusts the rectangle vertex coordinates to conform 
to the topological constraints. Experiments demonstrate that our 
approach achieves a considerable improvement in room detection 
without conforming to Manhattan World Assumption. Our approach 
also outputs instance-separate walls with consistent topology, which 
enables direct modeling into Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) or City 
Geography Markup Language (CityGML).
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1. Introduction

Recently, the rapid advances in indoor mapping and modeling (IMM) have made the 
indoor location-based service (IndoorLBS) increasingly available (Zlatanova et al. 
2013). For example, the interior topography of buildings captured by IMM can enrich 
the indoor networks or provide door positions for the purpose of indoor navigation 
(Becker et al. 2009, Boysen et al. 2014, IndoorGML 2014, Yang and Worboys 2015). 
Moreover, the boundaries, networks, grid models, and landmarks derived from the 
results of IMM can dramatically improve the accuracy of indoor positioning via map- 
matching (Taneja et al. 2016, Gu et al. 2019). The indoor topological constraints 
extracted by IMM can also benefit the analysis of indoor mobility, such as moving 
objects queries (Yang et al. 2010) and popular places mining(Li et al. 2018). 
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Additionally, indoor maps and models are indispensable for building emergency 
assessment(Fadli et al. 2018) and response facilitation(Tashakkori et al. 2015).

Nowadays, many indoor maps and models are generated from sensor measurements, 
such as point clouds, images, and depth information. However, the sensing equipment is 
too expensive such that it is not widely applicable. While it is feasible to derive indoor 
models from volunteered geographic information (VGI) data, such as generating the level-of 
-detail 4 (LoD4) of CityGML from OpenStreetMap(Goetz 2013), the quality of derived models 
cannot be guaranteed due to the high noise and bias of VGI data, especially indoors. Indoor 
topography can be estimated from only building footprints(Rosser et al. 2017); however, this 
technique can only estimate very simple indoor layouts.

Another effective and popular solution is to derive indoor maps from the floor plans 
that are widely used in the field of architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC). As 
floor plans are compulsory for AEC, there is no need to employ extra equipment to collect 
indoor spatial data as with the aforementioned solutions. Currently, lots of indoor maps 
and models are manually interpreted from floor plans, which is, however, extremely time- 
consuming. An automatic solution is needed to generate the indoor maps and models 
from floor plans. However, it is challenging due to the high diversity of floor plans, which 
is caused by the fact that they were created by different people and intuitions for different 
purposes, such as construction and real estate sales. Moreover, the creation of floor plans 
considers their readability from the perspective of humans rather than machines. This 
means that the drawing conventions can be extremely flexible with different preferences 
in visual styles, symbols, and topology. Consequently, although the floor plan-based IMM 
has gained significant attention in the field of cartography, document analysis, computer 
vision, and pattern recognition, few usable solutions exist to date.

The conventional pipeline of parsing floor plan images starts with low-level image 
processing, followed by identifying the building elements through crafting rules accord-
ing to specific symbols (Dosch and Masini 1999, Dosch et al. 2000, Macé et al. 2010, 
Ahmed et al. 2011, 2012, Peter et al. 2013, Gimenez et al. 2016). Then, building elements 
are used to partition the indoor space into rooms by geometrical and topological con-
straints (Ahmed et al. 2012) or grammar (Peter et al. 2013). However, the conventional 
solutions require extensive effort to choose proper low-level processing operations, tune 
parameters, and craft rules or grammar based on drawing styles or architectural regularity 
(Yin et al. 2009). In other words, it is difficult to generalize the conventional pipelines for 
parsing floor plan images with complex annotations and high diversity.

More recently, learning approaches including support vector machine (SVM) and deep 
convolutional neural network (DCNN) have been applied in parsing floor plan images. They 
effectively improve the generality and performance while removing the burdensome manual 
efforts required by conventional solutions. Typical approaches include segmentation-(Liu et al. 
2017a) methods. However, current learning pipelines still have some limitations.

● For segmentation-based methods, floor plans are segmented into polygons with 
category labels. This inevitably segments boundary elements, i.e., walls and open-
ings, into polygons with rugged boundaries, which produces redundant noise when 
detecting rooms and breaks the topological consistency of original building ele-
ments. The mapping and modeling results are incapable of supporting indoor spatial 
data analysis and management.
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● The junction-based approach denotes walls by segments without any thicknesses. 
Due to the restriction of the Manhattan World Assumption on floor plans, these 
approaches fail to detect angled building elements. The thickness of building 
elements and angled building elements are essential for the actual representation 
of interior structures of buildings, which impacts architectural management and 
IndoorLBS, such as energy management in buildings.

In summary, current learning pipelines still have a limited ability to generate indoor maps 
and models that are representative of the real world. Additionally, IMM can be performed 
on raster or vector floor plans. However, a vector floor plan can easily be printed into an 
image and be parsed in raster format while it is difficult to convert a floor plan image into 
a vector format and then parse it. Therefore, we concentrate on parsing raster floor plans 
for its greater applicability.

In this study, we propose a novel two-stage approach for parsing floor plan images to 
overcome the shortcomings stated above. The first stage is the vectorization of the building 
elements on floor plan images and the second stage is the resolution of topological 
inconsistencies to generate final indoor maps and models. Our contributions are threefold:

● In the vectorization stage, we simplify the boundary elements into rectangles with 
different directions and thicknesses based on their shape regularity. Compared with 
the previous segmentation approaches that outline boundary elements into com-
plex shapes with rugged boundaries, our simplification significantly reduces the 
difficulty of topological refinement, which is crucial for subdividing indoor space 
into rooms precisely.

● In the optimization stage, our model can effectively repair the topological incon-
sistencies of the resulting rectangles at the vectorization stage. We formulate the 
topological constraints on the touching edges of boundary elements intended to be 
adjacent and adjust the rectangle vertices. As a result, the gaps and overlaps 
between the rectangles of boundary elements are removed and indoor space can 
be subdivided directly into rooms.

● The proposed approach considerably improves room detection accuracy, which 
enables the generated maps and models to meet the generic requirements of 
indoorLBS on geometric and topological information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we demonstrate the 
vectorization of building elements on floor plan images. In Section 4, we present an 
optimization procedure that repairs the topological conflicts of the vectorized output 
and generates the final maps and models. Then we report and discuss our experimental 
results on the public CVC-FP dataset (de Las Heras et al. 2015), on which several similar 
approaches have been evaluated and compared. The last section concludes this paper.

2. Overview

Figure 1 shows an overview of our two-stage approach. Our approach takes floor 
plan images as input and outputs indoor maps and models. Floor plan images 
typically depict building elements like walls, openings, and staircases as well as 
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spatial elements like rooms, halls, and hallways. The first stage of our approach 
vectorizes the regions of building elements on floor plan images with a DCNN- 
based instance segmentation algorithm, named Mask R-CNN (He et al. 2017). 
A rotation augmentation is used to improve the recall of thin wall detection. 
Because the shapes of the segmented masks are highly complex, we simplify 
boundary elements (i.e., walls and openings) into rectangular instances. The simpli-
fication dramatically reduces the complexity of our further topology optimization. In 
the second stage, we identify adjacent rectangle pairs. Next, an optimization model 
resolves the topological conflicts of the boundary element rectangles produced in 
the first stage. After that, rooms are extracted from the refined topologically con-
sistent building elements, producing the final indoor maps and models.

3. Building element vectorization

In this stage, we vectorize the building elements by segmenting them on floor plan images. 
We first perform instance segmentation with Mask R-CNN and specific augmentation 
designed for floor plan images (Section 3.1). Next, as the instance segmentation outputs 
boundary elements with rugged boundaries, we simplify the segmented masks of bound-
ary elements into rectangles to ease the topology refinement (Section 3.2). As a result, this 
stage outputs the segmented masks of non-boundary building elements and rectangles of 
boundary building elements, outlining the coarse layout of the indoor space.

Figure 1. Overview of our approach. The floor plan images shown in the figures of this paper are all 
from the CVC-FP dataset.
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3.1. Instance segmentation of building elements

3.1.1. Mask R-CNN for instance segmentation
Mask R-CNN is a supervised DCNN, a mathematical function composed of many simpler 
functions (Goodfellow et al. 2017). It takes an image as input and outputs the bounding 
box, polygon, and semantical category of each detected instance of the input. It also has 
many unknown parameters that should be learned by training processes conducted on 
a training set consisting of images as the input and the ground truth of the output. Those 
parameters are first initiated based on specific distributions or priors before training. Then 
they are optimized to minimize the error between the output and ground truth, driven by 
the backpropagation mechanism and a loss function that measures this error. With the 
trained model parameters, the model can segment instances of other images outside the 
training set and without the ground truth.

The model architecture of Mask R-CNN is shown in Figure 2. First, a shared feature 
extractor computes the feature map of an input image. Next, the bounding boxes of instance 
proposals, named regions of interest (ROIs), are generated based on the feature maps with 
given scales and aspect ratios. Then, the box branch further adjusts the centers, heights, and 
widths of instance bounding boxes, the class branch predicts the category probabilities of 
instances, and the mask branch segments the regions of instances inside their bounding 
boxes. For more details, refer to Ren et al. (2015), Lin et al. (2017), and He et al. (2017).

We choose Mask R-CNN rather than the many other DCNN-based instance segmentation 
approaches for several reasons. First, Mask R-CNN detects and segments objects as parallel 
processes, which is much simpler than other approaches (Pinheiro et al. 2015, Dai et al. 2016) 
that perform these two tasks sequentially. Second, although FCIS (Li et al. 2017) also 
performs object detection and instance segmentation almost simultaneously, it creates 
spurious edges that should be avoided in building element vectorization. Third, some other 
approaches first segment images into different semantic categories and then cut instances 
from the same categories (Bai and Urtasun 2017, Kirillov et al. 2017). Though this intuitive 
idea works for some cases, it cannot detect instances consisting of disconnected regions. 
Worse, some strip-shaped instances of building elements are prone to be segmented into 
disconnected regions and thus would be over-segmented into sub-instances. Therefore, we 
believe Mask R-CNN is the most appropriate choice for our approach.

Figure 2. Architecture of Mask R-CNN.
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3.1.2. Rectangular wall instance segmentation
As mentioned in Section 1, vectorizing walls with a pure semantic segmentation approach 
has proven inefficient for topology refinement and room detection due to the inevitable 
rugged boundaries. However, we found that employing the regularity of wall shapes can 
reduce the complexity of continuous and rugged segmented wall regions. Because the 
orthogonal projection of walls on floor plans are always rigid and bounded by pairs of 
parallel segments or curves, these walls can be subdivided into a series of rectangles with 
small overlaps and gaps. Therefore, in our work, we segment walls as rectangle-like 
regions. To this end, unlike the ground truth of walls for semantic segmentation shown 
in Figure 3(a) where walls are continuously complex shapes, we prepare the ground truth 
of the walls as shown in Figure 3(b). The walls are subdivided into rectangles at turns or 
where the wall symbols or thicknesses change. After training on this dataset, Mask R-CNN 
learned how to segment walls into a series of rectangle-like regions which significantly 
reduce the shape complexity of the segmented regions.

3.1.3. Wall rotation augmentation
Thin walls are difficult for Mask R-CNN to detect. In our experiments, Mask R-CNN performs 
poorly on the detection of thin inner walls that run in the x- or y-direction (Figure 4(a)). 
However, we experimentally found that this is no longer the case even for very thin walls if 
they are oriented at a different angle (Figure 4(b)). This is because the bounding box of an 
angled thin wall is larger than those in the x- or y-direction. A larger bounding box is more 
robust for Mask R-CNN to generate its ROI and for the entire network to detect its object 
successfully. Inspired by this observation, we augment the wall detection by adding rotated 
counterparts in training and inference. In the inference time, we segment walls of both 
original images and their rotated counterparts. Then, we merge the detected results of the 
original images and the rotated ones. With the rotation augmentation, Mask R-CNN detects 
walls that run in the x- or y-direction with small thickness efficiently, showing significantly 
improved experimental results.

Figure 3. Ground truth of walls. (a) A ground truth example of wall semantic segmentation. (b) 
A ground truth example of wall instance segmentation.
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3.2. Wall and opening simplification

After segmentation, we further simplify the segmented masks of the boundary elements, i.e., 
walls and openings. For wall simplification, the wall masks are estimated as corresponding 
rectangles. Due to the rotation augmentation, there are duplicate detected rectangles of 
wall instances. Although the non-maximum suppression (NMS) in Mask R-CNN removes 
duplicate detected bounding boxes, naive NMS only works well on bounding boxes whose 
aspect ratios are close to 1. As the estimated rectangles of walls are typically long-strip 
rectangles, it is difficult to set an effective threshold for the removal of duplicate wall 
rectangles with NMS. Therefore, we develop a merging procedure to group the duplicate 
wall rectangles and compute their average rectangle. For opening simplification, the masks 
of openings are simplified as a segment that connects the two wall rectangles. For uniform 
processing of walls and openings in the consistent topology optimization, we then convert 
the opening segments into rectangles. Therefore, after simplification, wall and opening 
masks are all converted into rectangles.

3.2.1. Wall simplification
3.2.1.1. Rectangle estimation. With the rectangle-subdivided wall ground truth, Mask 
R-CNN is trained to detect walls as rectangle instances and separate continuous wall regions 
at junctions or where wall styles or thicknesses change. However, neither the bounding boxes 
nor masks of detected walls can provide us with accurate and regular results as expected. 
When the detected walls are angled, the detected bounding boxes, which are not angled, 
cannot fit the regions of angled walls tightly. Moreover, while the detected masks coarsely 

Figure 4. Detecting thin walls with rotation augmentation. (a) An example of wall detection without 
rotation. The walls in the red circle are too thin to be detected. (b) An example of wall detection with 
a rotation of 45�. The missing walls in the red circle shown in (a) can be detected with rotation.
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outline the boundaries of walls, the boundaries could be rugged. Therefore, to recover the 
actual rectangle represented by a detected mask, we estimate the orientation, thickness, and 
two centerline endpoints of the wall rectangle from a mask. The estimation of the orientation 
can be converted into a linear regression problem. We convert the pixels of a mask into points. 
Then, the orientation of the rectangle can be determined by the least-square error method 
that regresses a line whose average distance to all points are the smallest. The thickness is 
computed as the average distance from the boundary points of a mask to the regressed line. 
Finally, the endpoints of the wall centerline are determined by projecting the mask points 
onto the centerline and then identifying the most extreme projected points.

Note that a bounding box can contain more than one wall rectangle; however, our 
experiments show low confidence for multiple masks in one bounding box, which can be 
filtered out in the results. Once filtered out those low-confidence output, multiple masks 
in one box are rare in the final output of Mask R-CNN and can be simply ignored. To filter 
out these multiple mask cases, we compute the following ratio: 

T ¼
areaðconvex hullÞ

areaðmaskðsÞÞ
(1) 

where areaðconvex hullÞ is the area of the convex hull consisting of all the mask points in 
the bounding box and areaðmaskðsÞÞ equals to the number of the mask pixels inside the 
bounding box. If the bounding box only contains one mask which fits a rectangle well, the 
mask polygon should be convex and T should be close to 1, otherwise, T can be larger. 
Therefore, we set a threshold of T as 2 to filter out multiple mask cases based on our 
experiments.

3.2.1.2. Duplicate wall rectangles merging. The first stage outputs wall instances with 
duplicate detection due to the rotation augmentation. The duplicate detected wall rectangles 
of the same wall instance should be merged into one. To this end, we consider that the 
duplicate detection is equivalent to multiple measurements whose average approximates the 
ground truth. We determine a group of rectangles as duplicate rectangles if they intersect 
with the others with a high ratio of intersection area over the rectangle area. In our approach, 
this ratio is set as 0.7. When merging rectangles, we compute the average rectangle para-
meters of each duplicate detection group. The rectangle parameters computed here are the 
same as those in Section, i.e., the orientation, thickness, and two endpoints of a rectangle 
centerline parallel to its long side. As shown in Figure 5, the merged rectangles are red and the 
rectangles of duplicate detection are blue.

3.2.2 Opening simplification
The segmented results of openings are masks encoding the symbol of doors and windows 
on floor plans. However, the exact shapes of opening symbols are seldom directly used in 
maps. Segments are more commonly used for representing them. Therefore, we simplify 
opening masks into segments by connecting their masks to the nearby walls. First, we sum 
up three types of shapes formed by an opening and its neighborhood wall rectangles, i.e., 
I-shape, L-shape, and U-shape, as shown in Figure 6. A mask of an opening is dilated with 
a given distance to guarantee that at least two wall rectangles intersect the mask. Next, we 
compute the intersected regions between an opening and other wall rectangles and then 
the shortest segments between each two intersected regions of the mask. Last, we choose 
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the shortest one as the segment of an opening. As shown in Figure 6, the red segments 
represent the door segments. Note that the opening segments are also converted into 
rectangles whose long edges are parallel to the opening segments and widths are a given 
small real number.

4. Consistent topology optimization

The output of the first stage contains lots of topological conflicts (i.e., overlaps and gaps) 
between adjacent rectangles. As a result, the loops constructed by the boundary elements 
cannot be closed properly, causing a lower room recognition rate. To reduce the topolo-
gical inconsistencies, we first identify the rectangles intended to be adjacent and their 
corresponding touching edges (Section 4.1). Then, we propose an optimization model to 
adjust the vertex coordinates of the touching edges of adjacent rectangles to conform to 
the topological constraints (Section 4.2). Based on the refined boundary element rectan-
gles, rooms, maps, and models can be generated directly (Section 4.3).

Figure 5. Merging duplicate rectangles.

Figure 6. Simplifying the door masks into segments. (a) to (c) is the I-shape, L-shape, and U-shape 
respectively formed by two walls and a door.
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4.1. Identification of touching edges for optimization

To find out which two rectangles are adjacent, the rectangles of boundary elements are 
first lengthened along their long edges. The lengthening distances are discussed in 
Section 5.4.5. If two lengthened rectangles intersect with each other, this pair of rectan-
gles are considered as adjacent rectangles. Then the following procedure is performed to 
identify the touching edges of a single pair of adjacent rectangles.

As shown in Figure 7(a), a pair of adjacent rectangles are inputted and an equivalent 
process is performed on them respectively to identify their touching edges. When further 
identifying the touching edge of one rectangle, its four edges are grouped into long edge 
pairs and short edge pairs. Each pair of edges contribute at most a touching edge 
candidate by a similar process P1. For simplification, we also assume that a rectangle 
touches another rectangle on only one edge. Thus, if there is more than one candidate, 
we will choose one of them by process P2. Processes P1 and P2 are described below.

● P1: Detect the touching edge candidate from long or short edges. A touching edge 
candidate is identified according to the spatial relationship between a pair of opposite 
edges (i.e., e and eo) and its adjacent rectangle rect. If e and the rect are on the same side 
of eo, then e is a touching edge candidate. For example, si1 in Figure 7(b) is the touching 
edge candidate of recti, because rectj and si1 are both on one side of si2. However, when 
a pair of long or short edges both meet the criteria, such as the si1 and si2 shown in 
Figure 7(c), neither of them are taken as the touching edge candidate because the 
adjacent rectangle is located between the pair of edges. Hence, for one pair of long or 
short edges, they can only contribute one touching edge candidate at most.

● P2: Choose the final touching edge from two candidates. We lengthen the long 
edges of the adjacent rectangle. If both the lengthened long edges intersect with the 
long edge candidate at its interior, we select the long edge candidate as the final 
touching edge (i.e., T-shape adjacency); otherwise, the short one (i.e., L-shape 
adjacency). For example, si1 and li2 are touching edge candidates in both Figure 7 
(b) and (d). According to the above rule, si1 is the final touching edge in Figure 7(b) 
while li2 in Figure 7(d).

Because the above rules detect the touching edges of pairwise rectangles, conflicts will 
occur at multi-branch shapes, such as T- and X-shapes. Short rectangle edges are detected 
to touch more than one other rectangle edges, which fails in the following topological 
refinement. A T-shape example and its failed refinement results are shown in Figure 8(a) 
and (b). To address these conflicts, we adjust the touching edge detection at multi-branch 
shapes via the following procedure:

(1) Group the rectangles at multi-branch shapes.
(2) Randomly choose one of the rectangles as the kernel k0.
(3) Sort the distances and negative intersection areas between the kernel and the 

other rectangles of the group.
(4) Extend the kernel by adding the first rectangle after sorting with the original 

touching side pair.
(5) Repeat operation (3).
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(6) Extend the kernel by adding the first rectangle after sorting. The newly added rectangle 
is attached to the closest rectangle in the kernel (with minimal distance or maximal 
intersection area). If one of the original touching edges is a short edge attached to 
other rectangles, we modify this touching edge to the appropriate long side.

Figure 7. Identifying the touching edges of adjacent rectangles. We denote two adjacent rectangles as 
recti and rectj and their short edges and long edges as smn and lmn respectively, where m and n are the 
identifiers of rectangles and edges respectively. (a) Flowchart of the identification. The processes P1 

and P2 are described in Section 4.1. (b), (c), and (d) are three examples of the adjacent rectangles and 
their corresponding touching edges. The running example embedded in (a) is the same one of (d).

Figure 8. Handling the conflicts of touching edge identification at multi-branch shapes. (a) An 
example of the multi-branch shape. According to the above-mentioned touching edge identification, 
si2-sj2, sj2-sk1, and si2-sk1 are the touching edges of the adjacent rectangle pairs recti-rectj, rectj-rectk , 
and recti-rectk respectively. (b) A failed result of topology optimization of (a) without conflict handling. 
(c) A successful result of topology optimization of (a) with conflict handling.
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After adjustment, the touching edges of Figure 8(a) are si2-sj2 and lj2-sk1. And Figure 8(c) 
is the topologically optimized results.

4.2. Optimization model

After identifying the touching edges of rectangles intended to be adjacent, we design an 
optimization model to repair the topological inconsistencies between these touching 
edges and therefore remove the overlaps or gaps between rectangles. Our optimization 
adjusts the vertex positions of touching edges to conform the rectangle edges to 
topological constraints including collinearity, alignment, and non-intersection.

4.2.1. Optimization variables and objective function
Intuitively, the variables to optimize can be defined as x- and y-offsets of the four vertices of 
a pair of touching edges. However, this definition leads to overly large searching regions of 
decision variables, which are time-consuming to solve. This variable definition also allows 
excessively free movements of vertices, which can produce self-intersection polygons or 
extremely large positive or negative values that satisfy numerical requirements without 
preserving rectangularity. Additionally, the long edge direction and the thickness of 
a rectangle are two parameters detected by the first stage with high confidence, which should 
be preserved in the optimization. Thus, as shown in Figure 9, we define the variables as the 
vertices’ movements along the long edges on which the vertices are located. As a result, our 
variable definition constrains the vertices’ movements from two dimensions to one dimension 
along the long side and prevents the optimization from changing directions and thicknesses.

Based on our variable definition, our objective function is given as: 

minimize
Xk

i¼1

δ2
i (2) 

where k is the number of vertices requiring adjustments and δi is the vertex movement 
along the long edge on which the vertex is located. The positive or negative symbol of δi 

represents the moving direction along the long edge, while the absolute value of δi is the 
moving distance. The adjusted vertex coordinates would be: 

x ¼ x þ δi � cos θ
y0 ¼ y þ δi � sin θ:

�

(3) 

x and y are the original vector coordinates. θ is the angle, with an interval of ½0; πÞ, from 
the positive x-axis to the line of the long edge on which the vertex is located.

Our objective function encourages vertex movements to be small. Because the estimated 
vertex coordinates are close to the actual values, only small shifts should be applied on the 
vertices.

4.2.2. Optimization constraints
Besides the objective function, we also model the topological consistency between a pair of 
touching edges as the optimization constraints. For convenience, we denote the touching 
edges of two rectangles recti and rectj as I1I2 and J1J2. The vertex coordinates are denoted as 
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I1ðxi1; yi1Þ, I2ðxi2; yi2Þ, J1ðxj1; yj2Þ, and J2ðxj2; yj2Þ. These coordinates are the adjusted ones 
according to Equation (3) and formulated in the following constraints.

4.2.2.1. Collinearity. A pair of touching edges should be collinear. Neither gaps nor 
intersections should exist between I1I2 and J1J2. Therefore, both the areas of ΔI1I2J1 and 
ΔI1I2J2 should be zero. And the collinear constraint can be formulated as: 

xi1ðyi2 � yj1Þ þ xi2ðyj1 � yi1Þ þ xj1ðyi1 � yi2Þ ¼ 0
xi1ðyi2 � yj2Þ þ xi2ðyj2 � yi1Þ þ xj2ðyi1 � yi2Þ ¼ 0:

�

(4) 

The above formulas mean that if three points are collinear, then the area of the triangle 
constructed by these three points should be zero.

4.2.2.2. Alignment. If both touching edges are short edges, then the misalignment 
can occur between a pair of collinear touching edges, as shown in Figure 10(a) and 
(b). Therefore, we introduce an alignment constraint for this situation: when I1I2 and 
J1J2 are both short edges, one should contain or cover the other. As shown in Table 
1, we found that when one edge contains or covers the other one, the vectors 
constructed by the four vertices should conform to the following constraints: 

I1J1
 �
� I2J2
 �
� 0

I1J2
 �
� I2J1
 �
� 0:

(

(5) 

4.2.2.3. Long-edge non-intersection. If both touching edges are short edges, then it 
is possible for long edges on which the vertices are located to intersect when the 
touching edges conform to the collinearity and alignment constraints, as shown in 

Figure 9. Optimization variables. (a) An example of the optimization variables of two adjacent 
rectangles forming an L-shape. The touching edges of both rectangles are short rectangle edges. 
(b) An example of the optimization variables of two adjacent rectangles forming a T-shape. One 
touching edge is a short rectangle edge while the other is a long rectangle edge. In this circumstance, 
only the vertex adjustments of the short edge, i.e., δ1 and δ2, are required, because the vertex 
adjustments of the long edge cannot repair the topological conflicts between the two adjacent 
rectangles.
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Figure 10(c). Therefore, we introduce a constraint to prevent the intersection 
between long edges.

As shown in Figure 11, for two non-parallel segments AB and CD, four triangles can be 
constructed using three of the four ends of these two segments. The intersection or non- 
intersection of the two segments results in different quantitative relationships of the areas of 
the four triangles: 

Figure 10. Misalignment and long-edge intersections of adjacent rectangles. (a) and (b) are two types 
of misalignment when the touching edges are restricted to be collinear, which should be repaired by 
the optimization constraint demonstrated in Section . (c) is the long-edge intersection when the 
touching edges conform to the collinearity and alignment restrictions, which should be repaired by 
the optimization constraint demonstrated in Section.

Table 1. Relationships between the touching edges and between the directions of their vectors.

Relationships between
I1I2 and J1J2

Relationships between the directions of
−−→
I1J1,

−−→
I1J2,

−−→
I2J1, and

−−→
I2J2

J1 I1 I2 J2

J1J2 contains I1I2.

1.The directions of
−−→
I1J1 and

−−→
I2J2 are opposite.

2.The directions of
−−→
I1J2 and

−−→
I2J1 are opposite.

3.The same conclusions hold when I1I2 contains J1J2.

J1 I1 J2/I2

J1J2 covers I1I2.

1.
−−→
I2J2 is a zero vector.

2.The directions of
−−→
I1J2 and

−−→
I2J1 are opposite.

3.The similar conclusions hold when I1I2 covers J1J2.

J1 I1 J2 I2
J1J2 intersects with I1I2.

1.The directions of
−−→
I1J1 and

−−→
I2J2 are the same or opposite.

2.The directions of
−−→
I1J2 and

−−→
I2J1 are opposite or the same.

3.The directions of the above two pairs of vectors cannot
be the same or opposite at the same time.

J1 J2/I2 I1

J1J2 touches I1I2.
(I2 and J2 are the shared endpoint.)

1.
−−→
I2J2 is a zero vector.

2.The directions of
−−→
I1J2 and

−−→
I2J1 are the same.

3.The similar conclusions hold when J1J2 touches I1I2 with
different shared endpoints.

J1 J2 I1 I2
J1J2 and I1I2 are disjoint.

1.The directions of
−−→
I1J1 and

−−→
I2J2 are the same.

2.The directions of
−−→
I1J2 and

−−→
I2J1 are the same.
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Q4
i¼1 ðSi �

P4

j�i
SjÞ> 0; the two segments intersect;

Q4
i¼1 ðSi �

P4

j�i
SjÞ ¼ 0; otherwise:

8
>>><

>>>:

(6) 

Therefore, we formulate the long-edge non-intersection constraint as: 

Y4

i¼1

ðSi �
X4

j�i

SjÞ � 0 (7) 

The equality in Formula 6 is relaxed into inequality in Formula 7 to further reduce the solving 
time. Additionally, Formula 7 is modeled with the adjusted coordinates of rectangles and thus 
the non-intersection constraint can prevent the result of δi making the long edges intersect.

4.3. Free space subdivision and model generation

After the optimization of boundary elements, free space subdivision can be computed by 
the difference between the polygon of the image extent and the boundary elements. 
Meanwhile, the final 3D model is generated by extrusion with a given estimated height.

5. Experiments

5.1. Experimental setup

5.1.1 Floor plan image dataset
To evaluate our approach and compare the performance with existing approaches, we 
conducted experiments on the CVC-FP dataset. The image resolution of the dataset is 
from 1098� 905 pixels to 7383� 5671 pixels. It contains 122 scanned images with four 
types of styles, named BlackSet, TexturedSet, Textured2Set, and ParallelSet, which are 
shown in Figure 12.

In our experiments, five categories of building elements (wall, door, window, garage door, 
and staircase) are segmented directly from floor plans. To detect walls as rectangular 

Figure 11. Quantitative relationships of two intersecting or non-intersecting segments. (a) Two 
segments intersect. AB intersects CD and SΔABC þ SΔABD ¼ SΔACD þ SΔBCD. (b) and (c) Two segments 
do not intersect. AB and CD are disjointed in (b) and AB touches CD in (c). In these circumstances, 
SΔACD ¼ SΔABC þ SΔBCD þ SΔABD.
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instances, we manually clip continuous wall polygons into rectangles as stated in Section 
3.1.2. We resize all the images with a width of 512 pixels in the training and inference of Mask 
R-CNN. We also rotate each image in 45� intervals from 45� to 315� for rotation augmentation. 
The reported evaluation of our approach is the average results of the 5-fold cross-validation.

5.1.2. Building element vectorization
In our experiments, we use the official implementation of Mask R-CNN. To detect 
walls with more variations of scales and aspect ratios, we tune the scales and 
aspect ratios of the proposals introduced in Section 3.1.1. Specifically, we extend 
the scales to ff42; 82; 162g; 322; 642; 1282; f2562; 5122gg and aspect ratios to 
f1 : 32; 1 : 8; 1 : 2; 1 : 1; 2 : 1; 8 : 1; 32 : 1g, which are the parameters used to output 
the results reported in Section 5.3. Further experiments and analysis of the 

Figure 12. Mapping results on the CVC-FP dataset. Columns (a) and (c) are examples of input images. 
Columns (b) and (d) are the corresponding results of the input. The four types of styles are BlackSet, 
TexturedSet, Textured2Set and ParallelSet from top to bottom.
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proposal parameters are also presented in Section 5.4.4. We train Mask R-CNN on 
an NVIDIA Tesla P40 GPU. Other settings such as base learning rate and parameter 
initialization are close to the default settings of Mask R-CNN and can be found in 
the configuration files with the link given in Section 7.

5.1.3. Consistent topology optimization
The optimization models of boundary element refinement are solved by Lingo Software 
(Lingo 2018). We first generate our optimization models, following Section 4.2, as Lingo 
models and then use the Lingo solver to solve the consistent topology optimization models.

5.2. Metrics

Because the mapping and modeling requirements of building elements and spatial 
elements are different, we use different evaluation metrics for them.

For all building elements (i.e., walls, openings, and staircases), we report precision and 
recall. A correctly detected building element overlaps its corresponding ground truth with 
a high IoU. The IoU threshold is set as 0.5 in our experiment. The precision and recall 
sensitivity of the IoU threshold is discussed in Section 5.4.3.

For spatial elements (i.e., rooms), we follow the metrics used in de Las Heras et al. 
(2014) for comparing our results with existing state-of-the-art work; however, we adapt 
the precision and recall for stricter evaluation by accounting only one-to-one matches as 
positive results. The one-to-one match is computed according to Match Score as: 

Match Scoreði; jÞ ¼
areaðdi \ gjÞ

maxfareaðdiÞ; areaðgjÞg
(8) 

where di and gj is the ith detected room and the jth ground truth room. di and gj are a one- 
to-one match when the Match Scoreði; jÞ is more than an acceptance threshold and the 
Match Scores between other ground truth rooms and di and between other detected 
rooms and gj are no more than a rejection threshold. Room precision is computed as the 
ratio of the one-to-one match pairs over the predicted rooms, while room recall is 
computed as the ratio of the one-to-one match pairs over the ground truth rooms. We 
set the acceptance threshold and rejection threshold as 0.5 and 0.1 respectively, same as de 
Las Heras et al. (2014).

5.3. Main results

The examples of mapping results on the CVC-FP dataset are given in Figure 12. Our approach 
detects building elements and subdivides the indoor space adequately. The detected walls 
are separated into rectangle-like instances with different directions and thicknesses. 
Compared with the pure segmentation approaches(de Las Heras et al. 2014, Dodge et al. 
2017) that output instance-agnostic wall regions, we output wall instances, which shows 
improvement in consistently editing, such as moving or removing walls. Our approach can 
detect angled walls and openings, while Liu et al. (2017a) can only detect x- or y-oriented 
walls and openings. Moreover, our wall instance results integrate the thickness ignored by 
Liu et al. (2017a). As shown in Figure 13, our results contain the angled walls that are not 
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found in the results of Liu et al. (2017a) .1 Additionally, the walls in their results are segments, 
ignoring wall thickness; however, our approach outputs walls as polygons with thickness.

The metrics of mapping results on the CVC-FP dataset are reported in Table 2. Our 
approach achieves high precision and recall of rooms, openings, and staircases. Rooms are 
detected with relatively high precision of 74.4% and recall of 73.3% under a stricter evalua-
tion where only one-to-one matches are counted as true results. Our approach performs 
24.8 points higher on one-to-one match precision than the state-of-the-art approach for 
parsing floor plan images which achieves a significantly high IoU of wall segmentation from 
de Las Heras et al. (2014). As shown in Figure 14, our approach filters out the outdoor space 
and closes the room loops more completely. In this comparison, note that our IoU of walls is 
lower than de Las Heras et al. (2014) and the precision and recall of walls are not as high as 
other categories. There are two reasons for this problem. First, some wall instances are too 
small to detect. Second, although the rotation augmentation enables the detection of very 

Figure 13. Boundary result comparison. The walls and openings found in the results are in red and 
blue, respectively, and are overlaid on the input image. (a) An example result of Liu et al. (2017a). The 
incline angled walls and openings cannot be captured by their approach. (b) An example result of our 
approach. Our result contains those angled walls and openings.

Table 2. Metrics and comparisons of results. !.
Room Opening Staircase Wall

Method

Ro. 
aug. 

a
Topo. 
opt. b

Precision 
(%)

Recall 
(%)

Precision 
(%)

Recall 
(%)

Precision 
(%)

Recall 
(%)

Precision 
(%)

Recall 
(%)

IoU 
(%)

de Las Heras 
et al. (2014)

– – 49.6 – – – – – – – 93.0

Ours � � 7.8 22.5 91.4 94.5 96.7 100.0 41.3 68.8 62.3
� ✓ 21.3 45.2 91.4 94.5 96.7 100.0 41.3 68.8 62.3
✓ � 57.5 78.9 96.9 91.9 93.9 94.0 65.3 64.8 79.4
✓ ✓ 74.4 73.3 96.9 91.9 93.9 94.0 65.3 64.8 79.4

aRotation augmentation bConsistent topology optimization cThe method is proposed in de Las Heras et al. (2014) while 
the metrics on the whole CVC-FP dataset are reported in de Las Heras et al. (2015).
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thin walls, it also slightly widens the final wall instances. Although these two factors 
decrease the metrics of walls, they do not have any negative impact on room detection 
because some small missing wall instances can be recovered by the topology optimization 
and the widened thicknesses do not affect the topology of building elements.

5.4. Ablation and parameter setting analysis

We run ablation experiments on rotation augmentation and topology optimization and 
analyze the settings of some crucial parameters. The results and discussions are shown below.

5.4.1. Rotation augmentation
As shown in Table 2, rotation augmentation significantly improves the detection of walls 
and rooms. It improves the IoU of walls by 17.1 points; thus, the room precision and recall 
scores improve by an impressive amount with or without the topology optimization. As 
demonstrated in Section 3.1.3, rotation augmentation is a crucial step for Mask R-CNN to 
detect thin walls. It is difficult for Mask R-CNN to detect an x- or y-oriented wall with 
a small thickness; however, once rotated, the bounding boxes of these thin walls become 
larger, thus becoming much easier for Mask R-CNN to detect.

Figure 14. Room result comparisons. Column (a) shows the input images. Column (b) shows the 
example results of de Las Heras et al. (2014). Note that the input images in the figure are from the 
Textured2Set and ParallelSet in the CVC-FP dataset. The mapping results of de Las Heras et al. (2014) of 
these two subsets were extended in de Las Heras et al. (2015); thus, the above results of de Las Heras 
et al. (2014) are given in de Las Heras et al. (2015). Column (c) is the example results of ours. Our 
approach can filter out the outdoor space and close the room loops more completely.
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5.4.2. Consistent topology optimization
As shown in Table 2, consistent topology optimization improves room precision by 
13.5 points without and 16.9 points with rotation augmentation. This improvement is 
mainly because the gaps between adjacent building elements are removed by the 
optimization and the room loops are thus closed. Moreover, the average sum of gaps 
and overlaps is 26.3 per floor plan before optimization and 6.1 after. The optimization 
repairs 76.8% of the topological inconsistencies. The remaining gaps and overlaps are 
due to the failed detection of small building elements and processing of complex 
multi-branch intersections, which will be improved in our future work.

Because buffering boundary elements can also remove gaps, we compare the room 
detection after the consistent topology optimization with direct buffering in Table 3. 
The precision with optimization outperforms the highest precision by buffering with 
a buffer distance of 3 pixels. Moreover, in our 5-fold cross-validation, we have found 
that room detection with the consistent topology optimization is more stable across 
different folds than with buffering. With the optimization, the range of precision of the 
5 folds is less than 2 points, while the precision of buffering boundary elements is 
more than 8 points.

5.4.3. IoU thresholds of building element detection
As stated in Section 5.2, when the IoU between a detected building element sample 
and the ground truth is no less than 0.5, the sample is truly detected. The setting of 
the IoU threshold for true detection results in different precision and recall of the 
building elements. As shown in Table 4, the precision and recall of walls and openings 
are sensitive to the IoU thresholds, while those of staircases are not. Such a difference 
closely relates to the different shapes of building elements. Walls and some openings, 
such as windows and garage doors, are in thin-strip shapes, while staircases are in 

Table 3. Room detection with consistent topology optimization vs. with buffering.
Room

Method Buffer distance (pixel) Precision (%) Recall (%)

Without consistent topology optimization – 57.5 78.9
With buffering 1 68.0 82.8

3 71.4 83.0
5 63.0 72.4

10 37.7 37.6
With consistent topology optimization – 74.4 73.3

Table 4. Precision and recall of building elements with different IoU thresholds for positive detection.
Wall Opening Staircase

Ro. aug. a IoU thresh.b (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)

✘ 0.3 52.4 87.2 93.1 96.5 96.7 100.0
0.5 41.3 68.8 91.4 94.5 96.7 100.0
0.7 17.3 28.0 66.5 68.3 94.4 97.8

✓ 0.3 79.3 84.7 98.6 94.4 96.9 98.3
0.5 65.3 64.8 96.9 91.9 93.9 94.0
0.7 36.2 24.8 76.8 65.3 90.3 90.8

aRotation augmentation 
bIoU thresholds for ture-positive detection
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square-like shapes or thick-strip shapes. This implies that the previous building ele-
ments are less compact than the latter and have longer boundaries, which causes 
difficulty for semantic segmentation to maintain a high IoU because the segmentation 
confidence on outer boundaries is lower than that of the inner and the resulting 
boundaries are rugged. Detected walls with relatively low IoU can be treated as 
positive detection and can be repaired by the following consistent topology optimiza-
tion. Therefore, we set the IoU threshold as 0.5 for true detection, which balances the 
geometric qualities and the truly detected number of building elements.

5.4.4. Proposal scale and aspect ratio settings of Mask R-CNN
In our experiments, we find the proposal scale and aspect ratio settings of Mask R-CNN 
have a considerable impact on the final results of walls and rooms. To investigate the 
impact, we test a variety of scale and aspect ratio settings, as shown in Table 5. The default 
settings of Mask R-CNN without extending scales and aspect ratios produce poor results 
on walls and rooms of the CVC-FP dataset because these settings are inefficient for 
detecting very thin or long walls. Therefore, we extend the default aspect ratios from f1 :

2; 1 : 1; 2 : 1g into f1 : 32; 1 : 8; 1 : 2; 1 : 1; 2 : 1; 8 : 1; 32 : 1g and default scales from 
f322; 642; 1282; 2562; 5122g into ff42; 82; 162g; 322; 642; 1282; f2562; 5122gg with dilated 
convolution on the second block of ResNet, applied in experiments of Table 2. Extending 
small scales gains considerable improvement of more than 20 points of the room preci-
sion and 5.9 points of the wall IoU. Because the setting with small scales is crucial for 
detecting thin or short walls without which many loops of rooms cannot be closed.

5.4.5. Lengthened distance of adjacency detection
The consistent topology optimization is performed on adjacent pairs. Boundary 
elements are adjacent if they intersect with each other with a specific lengthened 
distance. Table 6 shows the impact of different lengthened distances on room 
precision and recall. The lengthened distance should be set to identify the adjacent 
rectangles without misidentifying the nearby but not adjacent rectangles. In our 
experiments, the default lengthened distance is set as 15 pixels, the same as the 
experiments in Table 2.

Table 5. Room and wall detection with different proposal scale and aspect ratio settings. !.
Settings Room Wall

Dilation Extended scales Extended aspect ratios Precision (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) IoU (%)

✔ ✔ ✔ 74.4 73.3 65.3 64.8 79.4
� ✔ ✔ 77.1 57.9 69.1 60.8 79.8
✔ ✔ � 76.6 59.0 67.5 63.0 80.2
✔ � ✔ 52.0 51.9 42.7 72.1 73.5

Table 6. Distance to determine adjacency.
Room

Distance (pixel) Precision (%) Recall (%)

5 70.4 74.2
10 73.6 74.8
15 74.4 73.3
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5.5. Computational cost analysis of inference

We summarize the time of different steps during inference in Table 7. Mask R-CNN was run 
with an NVIDIA Tesla P40 GPU, while the other procedures were run with 8 CPU (2.6 GHz) 
and a RAM of 8 GB. The computation costs of these steps are analyzed below.

(1) Instance segmentation. We use Mask R-CNN to segment the instances of building 
elements on floor plan images. Its time complexity relates to the size of the 
inputted image and the model architecture. In our experiment, all the input images 
are scaled to 512-pixels wide. Regarding the model architecture, as mentioned in 
Section 5.4.4, we extend the proposal scales and aspect ratios to capture more 
small and thin walls, which adds the computational time. For example, as reported 
in Table 7, instance segmentation takes about 0.128 s without proposal scale and 
aspect ratio extension. However, it takes 0.038 s more when the proposal scales are 
extended into ff42; 82; 162g; 322; 642; 1282; f2562; 5122gg.

(2) Rectangle estimation. For wall rectangle estimation, the asymptotic time complexity is 
Oð
Pnw

i¼1ðAi þ Bi þ Pi þ Ai � log2AiÞÞ. nw is the number of detected walls. Ai and Pi are 
the area and perimeter of the ith segmented mask respectively and Bi is the area of the 
ith detected box. For opening rectangle estimation, the processing time is proportional 
to nw and the perimeters of the intersecting regions between openings and walls.

(3) Rotation augmentation. As we rotate each image incrementally from 45� to 315�

with an interval of 45�, the instance segmentation and wall rectangle estimation 
are performed 8 times, followed by a procedure to merge duplicates, which adds 
3.63 s to the whole pipeline.

(4) Touching edge identification. As mentioned in Section 4.1, we first detect adjacent 
rectangle pairs. The asymptotic time complexity of the adjacency detection is 
Oðn2Þ where n is the number of wall instances. It takes constant time to detect 
the touching edges of a pair of adjacent rectangles.

(5) Topology optimization. The processing time relates to the shapes of adjacent 
rectangle pairs and the number of these pairs. T � shape, L � shape, and I �
shape adjacent rectangle pairs conform to the different number of constraints 
and require different computational time. It takes about 0:5,0:6s to solve the 
optimization model of T � shape or I � shape and about 3 s to solve the L � shape 
adjacent rectangles. In the CVC-FP dataset, the ratio of the three shapes is about 
L : T : I ¼ 0:26 : 0:41 : 0:33.

Note that our approach mentioned above is not optimized for speed. Because lots of 
procedures in our approach are performed sequentially, they can easily be processed by 
parallel algorithms. Therefore, the computational time reported in this section could be 
further reduced by multiprocessing, especially for the topology optimization.

Table 7. Average inference time of different stages per image.
1st Stage 2nd Stage

Inst. Segm. Rect. Esti. Ro. Aug. TE Iden. Topo. Opt. Total

Time (s) 0.128 0.683 3.603 0.844 60.010 65.268
Proportion (%) 0.20 1.05 5.52 1.29 91.94 100
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Inst. Segm.: Instance Segmentation. Rect. Esti.: Rectangle Estimation. Ro. Aug.: Rotation 
Augmentation. Topo. Opt.: Topology Optimization.

Our approach has a greater computational cost than several very relevant and recent 
approaches; however, the increased time enables us to generate higher-quality maps. For 
example, Dodge et al. (2017) have parsed floor plan images only by semantic segmentation 
with fully convolutional network (Long et al. 2015) and reported about 0.13 s to segment 
one floor plan image. There is no vectorization or topology refinement in their approach, 
while we take the time for vectorization and topology optimization. de Las Heras et al. (2014) 
have not only segmented floor plan images but also post-processed the segmented images 
to vectorize and recognize the building elements and spatial structures. However, their 
post-processing relies on some searching procedures and sequential steps which would 
require some computational time. Liu et al. (2017a) only takes several seconds to parse 
a floor plan image into a map. However, their outputted boundary elements are quite 
simple and restricted as their approach ignores the wall thickness and is unable to capture 
angled boundary elements.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we present a novel two-stage approach for IMM from floor plan images. In the 
first stage, we vectorize the building elements on floor plan images based on instance 
segmentation and the segmented masks of boundary elements are estimated as rectangles. 
We also introduce rotation augmentation to improve the recall of thin wall detection. Unlike 
the conventional approaches in which building elements are segmented at the category 
level, our segmentation method is executed at instance-level and the simplification of 
elements to rectangles effectively reduces the shape complexity. In the second stage, our 
optimization model mainly adjusts the coordinates of boundary elements that have topo-
logical conflicts with others. As a result, the detection rate of rooms bounded by these 
boundary elements is significantly improved, which can satisfy the requirements of IMM.

While our approach performs well to detect rectangular walls and extract rooms with 
regular shapes, it needs to be further improved. In the future, we will further improve our 
approach to deal with curved wall cases although such cases are rare. For instance, there 
is only one such case in our evaluated dataset, CVC-FP. One possible approach to 
detecting curved walls is to insert more vertices into the long side of the stripe of 
boundary elements, which allows the detector to extract curved shapes as Liu et al. 
(2017b) did. Moreover, the proposed approach can be further extended to detect higher- 
level room semantics, such as the room usage (Hu et al. 2019), as well as to update the 
maps and models. Because floor plans are not able to provide sufficient visual cues for 
room semantical understanding and information of changes, we will further investigate 
other information, such as crowd-sourced on-site photographs from social media or 
stakeholders’ contributions, to achieve these goals.

Note

1. We used the PyTorch version code released by the authors at https://github.com/art-programmer 
/FloorplanTransformation and trained on the CVC-FP dataset to generate this result.
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